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In their recent article, Weiland et al. suggest that an assay measur-
ing HPV16 L1 DRH1 antibodies could be used for early detection of
HPV-driven cancers. We believe it is unethical to recommend
this assay to patients as a screening test, because its harms would
Table 1
Estimated impact of oropharyngeal cancer incidence rate, HPV attributable fraction
acteristics, not considering time (re-calculated from Kreimer et al., Cancer 2018).
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Annual OPC
Incidence rate

HPV16 attributable
fraction

Marker
sensitivity

Marker
specificity

Detected
OPC case
screened

Scenario 1 10/100,000 50% 95% 99.5% 5
Scenario 2 10/100,000 50% 95% 97.7% 5

AF, attributable fraction; HPV, Human Papillomavirus; OPC, oropharyngeal cancer; P
a based on published literature.
b based onWeiland et al.; sensitivity and specificity (Scenario 1) according to abs

/ 1064 blood donors.
c calculated as Column A * Column B * Column C * 100,000.
d calculated as (1 - Column D) * 100,000 - Column E.
e calculated as Column E / ((100,000 - Column E) * (1 - Column D))
f calculated as 100,000 / Column E.
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outweigh any (unproven) benefit in avoiding cancer mortality [1].
Since HPV-related oropharyngeal cancer is rare, 99% of positive tests
would be false-positives with the assay characteristics as stated by
the authors (Table 1, Scenario 1). Using a more realistic specificity
estimate, this percentage increases to 99.8% (Scenario 2).

However, due to methodological flaws, we believe that the true
sensitivity and specificity of the assay are lower than presented in
the study. Testing appears to have been done in separate batches for
cancer cases and healthy controls without blinding, leaving results
vulnerable to bias from batch effects. The cases and controls lack a
common source population, but were pooled for AUC analyses which
also omitted groups with undesirable results post-hoc. No details are
, and marker specificity on assay positive predictive value, and screening char-
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HPV16-driven
s per 100,000

Expected false-positive
screens per 100,000
screened

Estimated PPV Number needed
to screen to detect
1 case

495 1.0% 20,000
2345 0.2% 20,000

PV, positive predictive value.

tract; specificity (Scenario 2) calculated as (22 women and 3 men seropositive)
provided regarding the healthy controls, whose demographic and
health characteristics could affect the specificity estimate. Details are
also lacking for laboratory methods, assay reproducibility, and valid-
ity as compared with standard assays. No pre-diagnostic sera were
analyzed to address early detection [2-5], and for cancer recurrence,
claims for utility were based on a single patient. Formal statistical
comparisons are lacking and many confidence intervals are omitted.

The authors report 27% seroprevalence of HPV16 L1 DRH1 anti-
bodies in young women, and all vaccinated individuals in the study
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were strongly seropositive. This shows that seropositivity reflects not
only tumor-related antibodies, but also natural infection and vac-
cine-induced antibodies. Therefore, the assay could not be used to
detect cancer or cancer recurrence in vaccinated individuals, or
among people with unknown vaccination status.
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